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STUDY OF THE COLLISION INDUCED ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS
a1ng(v') - w1Au(v") in N2
Abstract
State-specific experiments were performed which studied collision induced electronic transitions
(CIET) in a diatomic molecule. These optical-optical double resonance (OODR) experiments
employed a resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) technique for purposes of
detection. A strong dependence on Franck-Condon factor (FCF) and small energy gap, as well as
a propensity for conservation of rotational angular momentum have become trademarks of our
CIET experiments. Present theoretical models of these processes are not able to fully reproduce
the observed results, thus making it important to perform experiments which consider a wide
range of energy gaps and FCF. The volume of our data has led to the development of an empirical
branching ratio model which appears to be quite accurate and useful in predicting deactivation
rate constants for CIET in various diatomic molecules. These results have been incorporated into
a model of atmospheric Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) emissions.

1 INTRODUCTION

This report discusses the latest results in our study of collision-induced electronic transitions
(CIET) in N2. The first a1 rig (v') - w' Au (v") transition in N2 had only recently been observed
in our last report, and the importance of this to our modelling of atmospheric emissions was
discussed. We believe to have recently seen a second a - w transition with surprisingly different
results from the first. We discuss this observation in the light of previous measurements.
State-specific experiments which study CIET in a diatomic molecule have been undertaken for
over a decade. As has been stated many times, these experiments show a collisional propensity
for conserving the total angular momentum, J, for CIET, thereby allowing for the accurate
determination of the energy gaps traversed in CIET. Present theoretical models of these
processes still fall well short of successfully describing the large transfer of electronic to
translational energy which is observed. Quantum scattering calculations by Alexander, Werner

and co-workersU have predicted the correct general propensities and cross-sections for the small
energy gaps, but there is a large disagreement of a few orders of magnitude for the large energy
gap transitions. Experiments3-6 using the same technique of optical-optical double resonance
(OODR) on the isoelectronic molecules CN, N2+ and CO+ have had interesting results. These
experiments not only show a propensity for small AJ, but also for a strong correlation with the
Franck-Condon factor (FCF).
We have studied the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) bands of nitrogen (N2; a1 ng-X' 2g+) and
collisional quenching between the lowest-lying singlet states of molecular nitrogen via two
photon? and resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) techniques«-n for several
years now. As in the experiments involving N2+ described previously, there are no perturbations
in the collisionally-coupled a117g and a'' Z~ states of the isolated N2 molecule. We previously
reported 10, n on the first direct double resonance observation of CIET from the a(v=0) level to
the a'(v=0 and 1) levels using REMPI spectroscopy. The a'(v=l) level, omitted in other roomtemperature collisional models, was seen to participate in the CIET process in spite of being 295
cm-i endothermic with respect to the a(v=0) level. The inclusion of the a'(v=l) level yields a
more accurate collisional deactivation model as well as state-specific quenching rates. The process
of collisional deactivation for N2 and N2 are strikingly similar despite the lack of ion-induced
dipole for the neutral case. Although the cross-sections for collisional quenching is almost an
order of magnitude less for N2 compared to N2 as expected, the CIET propensities are similar. In
addition, the cross-sections increase when the temperature is decreased for both cases indicating
the attractive part of the interaction potential is important.
In addition to the initial observation of a(v=0) - a"(v=0,l) CIET, we also have reported on the
observation of a(v= 1) - a'(v= 1,2) and the branching ratios and collisional deactivation rates
have been determined for these transitions. Our work was then systematically extended to the
a(v=2) level, and possible transitions to the a'(v=2,3) levels were studied. We also looked for
and found evidence of the a1 n (v=2) - w' Au (v=0) CIET and found it to be surprisingly strong.

Equally surprising then was our inability to see the a(v=3) - w(v=l) transition which should
have been even more efficient than a(v=2) - w(v=0). Finally, we were able to observe the
a(v=4) - w(v = 2) CIET, which was seen to be weak.
2 EXPERIMENTAL

The setup for our laboratory experiments which examine CIET in various species has been
described many times. Optical-optical double resonance (OODR) experiments involve the use of
a "pump" laser to prepare the molecule into a specific excited state and a "probe" laser to
examine states to which collision induced energy is transferred. For these particular experiments,
we examine the CIET process N2 a(v=2) - a'(v=3) and a(v=2) - w(v=0). The "pump" laser is
tuned to a specific line of the a-X(2,0) band which selectively populates a single rotational level
in the a(v=2) manifold. Collisions with rare gas atoms (He, Ar, Kr) or N2 molecules cause energy
transfer to other rotational levels of the a(v=2) level and also to the a'(v=2,3) and w(v=0) states.
We did not look for rotational energy transfer within the a(v=2) manifold, although this could
have easily been done. Instead, we were much more interested in the electronic transitions for
now. CIET is monitored by tuning the "probe" laser to the lines of the y-a'(l,3) and y-w(l,0)
bands. Having the same up state for the probing of both transitions allows for a direct
comparison of the two. The pump and probe laser pulses are time delayed by about four
nanoseconds to insure that only single collision events are seen. Collision induced vibrational
energy transfer within the same electronic state has not yet been seen in state specific
experiments at these time scales.
3 CIET RESULTS AND MODELS

CIET experiments12 have been performed recently for the case of collisional coupling between
a(v=2) and a'(v=2,3) and w(v=0) levels. We have reported in the past that the transition
a(v=2) - a'(v=2) should be exceedingly difficult to observe since our empirical model (which is
reviewed below) predicts that this transition should be roughly 350 times weaker than that for
a(v=2) - a'(v=3). Indeed, we have looked for the a(v=2) - a'(v=2) transition many times in
the past and have failed to observe it. The main reason for this large branching ratio is the fact

that the a(v=2) - a'(v=3) traverses only a 70 cm-' energy gap and possesses a sizeable FranckCondon factor (q 2,3=0.185). This means that this transition is very efficient.
It was therefore surprising to find that we were able to see the a(v=2) - w(v=0) transition. I
believe that this is the first time that collisional coupling of the a and w states has been observed.
This transition was studied on several occasions in this laboratory with no success and was
thought to be unobservable. Both the y' Ilg - w' Au (1,0) and k' Ilg - w' Au (1,0) bands were
observed as were the bands y'ng-a'1 Z; (1,3) and^r^-a'1^ (1,3). This also marks our
first observation of the mutually perturbed y and k states. The a(v = 2) - w(v=0) transition
traverses an energy gap of 557 cm"1 and has an FCF of q20=0.037.
Making the observation of the y- w(l,0) particularly difficult is the fact that discharging of the
tantalum plates used in our collection procedure inadvertently introduced trace amounts of NO to
our system. The NO A-X (0,0) "gamma" band starts at about 2269Ä and is shaded to the blue.
The P branch bandhead for y - w(l ,0) is at 2264.13 A and is also shaded to the blue,
superimposing on the very intense lines of the NO gamma band. After careful examination of the
data, the y-w band was discovered, and spectra were taken at liquid nitrogen temperature
(T=78K) in order to "freeze out" the NO background. Branching ratios were measured, and it was
found that the transition to the a'(v=3) state is only about five times stronger than that to the
w(v=0) state. This result is quite unexpected, but using this branching ratio allows us to fit the
data for the radiative decay of the a(v=2) state which were unreconcilable before these
experiments were completed.
We quickly outline the basis of our empirical energy gap model one more time. Although
determining a simple, comprehensive energy gap dependence from the data would be unrealistic,
we have developed an empirical model which can predict the branching ratio for cases where

there are competing CIETs as a function of the smaller energy gap. Using primarily N£ data,
we find that
kij/kim = (qij/qim)R,

(1)

R=14.8 + 0.043(AEij),

(2)

where

where AEy is the smaller of the two energy gaps. It turn, recently measured branching ratios for
CIET in l5N2 and N2 have been seen to fit the predictions of the empirical model exceptionally
well. In addition, this model proved instrumental in determining the branching ratio and rate
constants for CO+ A(v=4) - X(v=12,13) where the data was difficult to analyze.
4 APPLICATIONS

We have described how the results of the above-described experiments can be applied to
supplement current models for the prediction of atmospheric LBH emissions which are observed
in dayglow and aurorae. The primary processes which are expected to determine the vibrational
distribution of emissions from the N2 a state include the initial population of these states via
electron impact excitation and radiative cascade between the vibrational levels of the a, a' and w
singlet states. We add the effects of CIET to these processes.
We construct a general form for the v' - v" deactivation constants:
k = ccqvV f(AE)g(T),

(3)

where a is a species-dependent scaling factor, qvy is the FCF, f(AE) is the energy gap
dependence and g(T) is the temperature dependence.
The success of the empirical branching ratio model indicates that there may be some common type
of energy dependence for all the available CIET data. By fitting this data to a common functional
form, we were able to get an approximate expression for f(AE):

f(AE) = (a|AE|+l)-\

(4)

where a=0.064 for AE>0 and 0.096 for AE<0, and AE is in cm-'. This form fits the CIET data
within each species and also reproduces the predictions of the branching ratio model.
The temperature dependence g(T) was constructed such that the results of room temperature
(T=298K) laboratory experiments could be extrapolated to the temperatures characteristic of the
atmosphere at auroral altitudes. This dependence was derived from the collision complex model
proposed by Lin, et al.™ and reflects the experimental observation that for CEET processes, the
cross section increases with decreasing temperature. We get
g(T) = Sexp(£/kT),

(5)

where £ = exp(-e/208), and e is the intermolecular well depth in cm-i for the attractive potential
between colliders.
5 DISCUSSION

The observation of the N2 a(v=2) - w(v = 0) transition is a very important step in the
refinement of our atmospheric LBH emissions model. In the past, the a « w transitions were
treated the same as the a « a' transitions. The results of our experiments show the former family
of transitions to be about five times stronger than previously thought. It should be mentioned
that in calculating the branching ratio of transitions to the a'(v=3) state versus that to the w(v=0)
state, the electric dipole moments of the two transitions were taken to be approximately equal,
and the results of our fits have seemed to borne this out. In fact, increasing the importance of the
a - w transitions in the atmospheric model does nothing to hurt our fit of the relative vibrational
populations of the N2 a state and may actually represent an improvement.
However, the news is not all good. Since the a(v=2) - w(v=0) transition is fairly easy to
observe, it is expected that transitions involving the higher vibrational levels of these states
should be even easier to see. This is because as we go up the vibrational ladder, the transitions
[a(v=3) - w(v=l), a(v=4) - w(v=2), etc.] possess only slightly larger energy gaps but much
stronger FCFs. As a matter of fact, these a - w FCFs are greater than those of the competing

a- a' transitions for a(v>2). However, all attempts to observe the a(v=3) - w(v=l) transition
have been fruitless thus far. In addition to this, only recently do we feel we have succeeded in
observing the a(v=4) - w(v=2) transition, but have found it to be exceedingly weaker than first
expected. The FCF for this a -»w transition is six times greater than the competing
a(v=4) - a'(v=5) transition, and the energy gap is less than twice as big. This means that the
CIET to the a' state should be inefficient, thus leaving the CIET to the w state as practically the
only open channel. Although the a(v=4) - a'(v=5) transition has not yet been seen, probably
due to its expectedly low rate constant, the CIET to the w state is itself very weak and difficult
to identify.
We previously discussed a possible explanation of the surprising efficiency of the
a(v=2) - w(v = 0) CIET compared to the rest of the available data. The suggestion was that we
are not really seeing a "clean" transition in the a(v=2) - w(v = 0) data. Since the
a(v=2) and a'(v = 3) levels are nearly resonant, it is possible that at the pressures at which we
are working, the two states could be equilibrating, thus leaving the transition to w(v=0) the most
favorable channel. For the higher vibrational manifolds of the singlet system, this resonant
situation never really occurs again, thus making transitions to the w state that much more difficult
to observe.
Experiments do continue on these systems. Any data that are collected are useful in that they
contribute to the input of our atmospheric model. It appears at this time that the a - w
transitions, and therefore the reverse w - a CIET are weaker than thought, and the models must
be modified to reflect this difference. Quantitative results are not available at this time.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF UV EMISSIONS RESULTING FROM
ELECTRONIC ENERGY TRANSFER IN ATMOSPHERIC MOLECULES
Abstract
We report branching fraction measurements for the energy transfer reactions N2CA 3E„,v') +
NO(X 2nr,v"=0) -» N2(X IE;,V") + NO(A 21+y < 1) + N0(5 2nr,v'=0) and CO(a 3n,v' < 3)
+ NO(X 2nr,v"=0) -> CO(X iZ+,v") + NO(A 2E+,v' < 2) + N0(5 2nr,v'=0). In addition we
discuss the N(4S) + NO(X2nr) product channel measured in the reaction N2(A 3I„,v') + 0(3P).
1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in the use of remote sensing techniques in the
ultraviolet and visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum to characterize 'active'
environments such as naturally occurring 'auroras' and man-made 'plasmas'. The results of
these optical measurements are then interpreted using complex computer models based on known
kinetic processes. It becomes obvious that there is a dire need to characterize the basic energy
transfer and reactive pathways for these collision processes that involve simple neutrally charged
diatomic species, i.e., measure vibrational level specific bimolecular rate constants and product
channel distributions as a function of vibrational energy in the precursor state, using experimental
techniques that are free of competing processes and provide the direct monitoring of the states of
interest, i.e., minimize the use of sensitized emission techniques whenever possible.
Presented below is a summary of the experimental measurements that were conducted in the UV
Gas Phase Kinetics Laboratory from November 1993 through March 1997. These investigations
were designed to characterize energy transfer processes of simple diatomic molecules, e.g.,
N2(A 3Z„) and CO(a 3IT), that are known to play an important role' in the 'chemistry' of
'normal' and 'perturbed' environments, e.g., auroras and plasmas. These long lived electronically
excited species are known to be the precursor states for many short lived emitting states, e.g.,
NO(A 2Z+) and NO(B 2II ), whose emissions are being used to model the complex
environments of rocket motor exhausts and more recently, emissions emanating from the surfaces
of re-entry vehicles and other blunt objects traversing the atmosphere.

11

■3

The lowest lying electronically excited state of molecular nitrogen, the N , (A £ *), is metastable
with a radiative lifetime, TRadiative ~ 2 s

, energy rich2 with -6.2 eV in v' = 0 (Figure 1)6 and is

highly reactive in ''perturbed' environments. This energetic species is formed copiously in the
atmosphere in auroral events by electron-impact excitation at high altitudes7 and has been
proposed as an energy reservoir in chemical lasers.

0.4

0.8

!

1.6
2.0
2.4
Internudcur distunce (A)

2.8

3.2

3.6

Figure 1. Potential energy curves for molecular nitrogen from A. Loftus and
P. H. Krypenie, J. Chem. Phys, Ref. Data 6 (1977) 113-307.

12

The characterization of the 'reactivity' of the lowest lying electronically excited state of molecular
nitrogen, the NJA Z*) state, has been the subject of many investigations over the past 25
years. A recent review article by GoldeS provides an excellent discussion of these measurements.
Many of the previous measurements, with the exception of the measurements performed by
Drey er et alß-i i who used complex absorption techniques to measure the vibrational level
specific bimolecular rate constants, were accomplished using N 2 (A Z *) Hg I or NO(A Z * V X 2nr,v") y bands sensitized emission techniques to monitor the relative concentration of the
N2(A

3

E:>,

i.e., N2(A 3Z^) +NO(X2rir) - N2(X JZ;, v") + NO(A 2Z+, v') followed by

emission from the NO(A 2Z+,v' - X 2Ilr,v") y bands. Recently, Piper et al.3 has shown that
rate constants measured using Hg I or NO(A 2Z+,v' - X2rir,v") y bands sensitized emissions
are sensitive to the vibrational level population distribution of the electronically excited precursor
state when the vibrational levels of the electronically excited state are quenched with different
efficiencies, i.e., the measured rate constant will be an average value dependent on the precursor
state's vibrational level population distribution and relative quenching rates,
V

^measured

=

man

^ fv * ^v where f„ is the fraction of the precursor state's that is in a given
V

min
V

max

vibrational level, v, kv is the actual bimolecular rate constant for v and 1 = Z /v.

The lowest lying electronically excited state of carbon monoxide, the CO(a n), is energy rich'2
with~6.0 eV in v'=0 (Figure 2)13 and radiative lifetime of-9.5 msR The room temperature
vibrational level specific bimolecular rate constants for the electronic quenching of the CO(a II)
state in v' < 4 have been reported previously '4-i7. Very good agreement is found between these
investigations for the colliders that were investigated. Contrary to the behavior observed in the
3

3

electronic quenching of the N_ (A Z+) state, discussed below, the CO(a II, v') electronic

13

quenching shows little dependence on vibrational quanta in the CO(a II) state, at least for the
colliders investigated.

cm-'

Figure 2. Potential energy curves for carbon monoxide
from S. G. Tilford and J. D. Simmons, J. Chem. Phys.
Ref. Data 1 (1972) 1.
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The excitation of the NO(A 2Z+) and NO(5 2llr) states continues to be of interest to many
modelers because they are used as precursor states to "signature" emissions for many energy
transfer processes. The potential energy curves for nitrogen monoxide are presented in
Figure 3.18>19 The emissions from the NO(A2Z+,v' - X2nr,v") y bands or NO(ß2nr,v' X 2nr,v") ß bands and the intensity ratios of these emissions can be used to characterize the
long-lived, weakly emitting precursor states present in the "active''' environments. The
vibrational level specific bimolecular rate constants for the energy transfer reaction
N2(A 3X;,v') + NO(X 2nr,v" = 0) have been measured previously3,io,20,2i. There exist
additional measurements reported in the literature« but these were measured using indirect
sensitized emission techniques that are affected by the vibrational population distribution of the
N2(A 3Z*) state. A summary of the measurements reported by Thomas20,22-25 \s presented in
Figure 4. It can be seen in Figure 4 that while some of the N2 (A 3E*) electronic quenchers show
little or no dependence on vibrational level in the N2(A 3X*) state, e.g., N2(A 3X„,v') +
NO(X 2rir), some quenchers show a marked dependence on vibrational level in the
N2(A 3Z+,v), e.g., N2(A 3Z*,v') + CO(X 12+,v" = 0). The reason for this dependence is
discussed elsewhere 10,20,25.
Discussed below are the results of two main projects that were undertaken while this contract
was in place, i.e., "Branching fractions of the product NO(A £+, v' = 0 and 1) and
NO(ß 2rir,v' =0) emissions observed as a function of v' in the energy transfer reaction
N2(A 32^,v') + NO(X2nr)' and 'Branching fractions of the product NO(A 2X+, v' =
0, 1, and 2) and NO(JB 2ITr, v' =0) emissions observed as a function of v' in the energy transfer
reaction CO(a 3n,v' ^ 4)+ NO(X 2rir,v" = 0).' In addition, enhancements and modifications
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made to the data acquisition software and data analysis software during the past several years
will be discussed briefly.
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N2(A,v*) Modified Power Law Plot
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Figure 4. Summary of thety A+Q, rate constant measurements presented in
Modified power law form, In k vs n In (v + 1/2) from J.M. Thomas, Ph.D.
Thesis, University of Pittsburgh, 1986.

A third project is discussed. Although the experimental work was performed previously^ it was
never written up in manuscript form. Recent efforts to model pertubed environments by Bose
and Candler26-29 suggest that the ground state of molecular nitrogen in highly vibrationally
excited states, i.e., N2(X' £*,v" > 0), reacting with atomic oxygen, 0(3P), is a significant source
of nitric oxide, NO(X 2nr). Our measurements^ have shown that the NO + N product channel
in the energy transfer reaction N2(A 3£*,v') + 0(3P) is not a significant source of NO at room
temperature.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL

The rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor used over the past several years to characterize the
N2(A 3X*) and CO(a 3EQ states has been described in detail previously.21 A representative
rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor configuration is presented in Figure 5. As before,2i two
basic flow-tube configurations are utilized to determine the sensitivity of the product emissions
to N 2 (A 3 X *, v') and CO(a3 n, v'). The ratios of the product emissions are found to be
insensitive to flow-tube configuration and a majority of the experimental measurements are made
using the straight flow-tube configuration. N2(A 3Z*,v') is generated using the well established
energy transfer reaction Ar(3P2>0) + N2(X 'l+.v'^O)31,32. N2 is added immediately
downstream (~2 ms) of the low power (~300 V, ~1.0 mA) dc discharge in Ar where the Ar(3P2 0)
metastables are produced. The major product of the energy transfer reaction
Ar(3P20) + N2(X 'Z+,v"=0) is N2(C 3nu,v' < 3)32. Radiative and collisional deactivation in
the triplet manifold of N2 leads to the formation of N2(A 3E* v').

0.5 M Monochromator

9893Q/350B Photomultiplier Tube

^•4
9422B Solar Blind PMT
Nitrogen Laser/Dye Laser System

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor
used in the present investigations.

The N2(A 3E*,v') population distribution is controlled using two techniques. First, the
N2(A 3Z* ,v') population distribution is known to be sensitive to the total [NJX 'z*)]. The
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[N2(A 3Z+,v' > 2)] is inversely proportional [N2(X 1Zp].33 Work reported by Dreyer and
Perner9 suggests that N2(X l Zp vibrationally relaxes N2(A 3Zpv') in Av = v'- v" = 2
increments. When the N2 flow is -20% of the total flow (-2 Torr Ar), only N2(A 3Z+,v' < 2) is
detected in the observation region using laser-excited fluorescence techniques. Under these flow
conditions, the population distribution of the N (A Z*, v') in the observation region or the
rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor is 1.00 : 0.66 : 0.28 for v'=0,1 and 2, respectively. By
reducing the N2 flow to -0.5% of the total flow, N2(A 3Z^,v' < 6) can be detected in the
observation region using laser-excited fluorescence detection techniques. Second, some inefficient
N2(A Zp electronic quenchers, e.g., CH4 and CF4, designated Qv, have been observed to
vibrationally relax the upper v' levels into the v'-l level.17,22 By using excess [Qv] all of the
N2(A 3Zp state population can be relaxed into v'=0. By varying the [N2], Qv and [Qv],
product branching ratios can be mapped as a function of initial N 2 (A Z *, v') population
distribution. Both techniques are used in the present investigation. The extent of relaxation that
occurred by the time the N 2 (A Z „,v') reached the observation region is measured directly by
a

1

monitoring the spontaneous emission from the 0,4 transition of the N2(A Z+,v' - X Zpv")
Vegard-Kaplan bands, and probing the 4,0 and 5,1 transitions of the N2(J5 II >V- A Zpv")
First Positive bands using laser-excited fluorescence techniques. From previous work22,25,33, we
know that under the flow conditions used in the present experiment that the ratio of v'=l : v'=2
is-1.00: 0.42.
The [N2(A 3Zpv'= 0 and 1)],^^™^

1S

detected at the first observation port on the upstream

detection cell utilizing laser-excited fluorescence techniques. Tunable radiation from a nitrogen
laser pumped dye laser system (Molectron, Models UV-24 and DL-II, respectively) is used to
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excite the 4,0 and 5,1 transitions of the N2(B 3rig,v'- A 3 ZJ.v") First Positive bands at the P]
band heads. Fluorescence to the red of the excitation radiation is collected using a dry-ice cooled
red-sensitive photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, Model 943-02). Scattered light from the
excitation radiation is attenuated using sharp cutoff filters (Corning, CS 2-58 and 2-59) and
pulse-pile up problems are eliminated using a neutral density filter (Schott, NG-5) to reduce the
intensity of the emission signal. The[N2(A

^U'V'^WATTVE

is detected usin

8 a second

technique. Emission from the 0,4 transition of the N2 (A 3I^,v' - X 'l^v") Vegard-Kaplan
bands is measured using a Thorn/EMI solar blind photomultiplier tube (Model 9422B) attached
to a 0.5 m grating spectrophotometer (Spex, Model 1870). The width of the entrance and exit
slits on the 0.5 m grating spectrophotometer is set to 100 microns. The height of the entrance slit
is set to 2 mm. The sensitivity of the detection system is calibrated using the technique
described by Mumma and Zipf34 and Mumma35.

In determining the relative population distribution of the N 2 (A £+) state in the observation
region, consideration must be given to the effect of the electronic quenching of the
NO(X 2nr,v"=0) ontheN2(A 3Z>') population distribution. The [NO(X 2rir,v"=0)] is
optimized for maximum signal. Under our flow conditions this is ~4.0 x 1012 molecules cm-3. If
the rate constants for the electronic quenching of the N2(A Z*,v') by NO(X I"Ir,v") showed
no vibrational level dependence, the relative population distribution would be insensitive to
NO(X 2n ,v") additions. An enhancement in the vibrational level specific bimolecular rate
constant, kv (cm3 molecules-i s-1), has been reportedio,20 for the energy transfer reaction
N2(A 3£„,v') + NO(Z 2nr,v"=0). Using the data reported by Thomas et al.20 we obtain
first-order removal rates, i.e., kv x [NO(X)] (s-i), of 224, 312, and 344 for v'=0,1 and 2,
respectively. In the 0.0037 s residence time (corrected for flow dynamics36,37) between NO
addition and product emission detection, the NL(A 2^,v'=0, 1 and 2) will be reduced by a
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factor of 0.437,0.315, and 0.280 for v'=0,1 and 2, respectively. Using this information, we can
determine the corrected vibrational level population distribution in the observation region after
NO is added. FortheN2(A £+,v'=0) measurements no correction is necessary. For the
NJA £„ ,v' < 1) measurements we obtain a population ratio of 1.00 : 0.08 for v'=0 to 1,
respectively. For the N,(A £„,v' < 2) measurements we obtain a corrected population
distribution of 1.00 : 0.29 : 0.11 for v' = 0 : 1 : 2, respectively.
CO(a 3 n,v') is generated using one of four energy transfer reactions15,i7,38,39: Ar( 3 P2Q)

+

C02(X !2:p,Ar(3P20) + CO2(X lX+g)/CO(X lX+), He(3S,) + C02(X ^p/
CO(X 1£+)/SF6 andHe(3Sj) + C02(X 'zp/SFg. Each energy transfer reaction provides a
different nascent CO(a U) vibrational level population distribution. A summary of the
CO(a n,v') population distributions for each of these reactions is presented in Table 1. The
relative populations are calculated using the standard equation for emission intensity4*) described
below. The generating reaction Ar( P2 0) + C02(X £*) produces CO(a II) primarily in
v'=039 as only -1.6% of the CO(a 3I1) population is in v'=l. The generating reaction
He(3S,) + C02(X l Xp yields the most unrelaxed CO(a 3n,v') distribution. We used a 1:1
mixture of CO. (X l X+) in CO(X l X+) to obtain the two intermediate CO(a 3II) vibrational
level population distributions as shown in Table 1.
Ar(3P2jo) and He(3Si) metastables are generated in a low power (-300 V, -1 mA) dc discharge
tube (Yankee Glassblowers, Concord MA) in Ar or He, respectively. C02(X £*) or the
~1:1 CO.(X ! X*)/CO(X l X+) mixture is added immediately downstream (~2 ms) of the
metastable generation region at the precursor inlet system.
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SFö

is added to the flow at the

precursor inlet system when He metastables are used to generate the CO(a IT) to quench
unwanted CO* emissions 17,38. A buffer flow of Ar or He is used to ensure rapid mixing at the
precursor and reactant inlet systems.

Table 1: CO(a3n,v') Nascent Population Distributions»
Generating Reactionb

v'=0

v' = 1

v'=2

v' = 3

Ar* + CO2

0.984 ±0.000

0.016 ±0.003

Ar* + CO/CO2

0.822 ±0.048

0.143 ±0.009

0.026 ±0.009

0.009 ±0.001

He* + CO/CO2/SF6

0.670 ±0.102

0.167 ±0.026

0.099 ±0.016

0.064 ±0.011

He* + CO2/SF6

0.476 ±0.021

0.270 ±0.013

0.164 ±0.008

0.090 ±0.007

a)The relative intensities were calculated using the equation for Nv (See text for discussion) with Re = 1 and emission signal from the CO
a-X Cameron v' = 0, 1, 2 and 3, Av = v' - v" = -2, -3 and -4 bands. The uncertainties reported in the table account for the statistical
uncertainty (la) associated with the measurements. An additional 12% should be added in quadrature to the above uncertainties to
account for the total experimental uncertainty.
b)Ar or He metastables were generated using a low power d.c. discharge in Ar or He. See text for discussion.

Emission from the CO(a3 n,v'=0-3 X 11+,v") Cameron, Av = v' - v" = -2, -3 and -4 bands
(Figure 6), NO(A 2I+, v'=0-2 - X 2rir,v")Y> Av =-4,-5, and-6 bands and NO(5 2Ilr,v'=0
- X 2n ,v") ß, Av = -6 and -7 bands (Figure 7) is measured using a solar blind photomultiplier
tube (Thorn/EMI model 9422B) attached to a 0.5 m grating spectrophotometer (Spex, model
1870). The width of the entrance and exit slits on the 0.5 m grating spectrophotometer is set to
100 p.m. The height of the entrance slit is set to 2 mm. The relative sensitivity of the detection
system is calibrated using the technique described by Mumma and ZipP4 and Mumma35.
All photoelectric emission measurements are acquired using photon counting techniques. Output
from the photomultiplier tube is passed through a pulse amplifier discriminator (Pacific
Instruments, model AD6 or SpaCom Electronics, model 135 A). The output of the pulse
amplifier discriminator is accumulated on a counter/timer (Tennelec, model TC-535P). Data
acquisition is controlled using a ZDS/Bull 248 (AT compatible) computer system and data
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analysis is performed on either a DELL 386SX/16 or Packard Bell 486DX/66 Force 203
computer. Software developed using Microsoft's BASIC Professional Development System
v7.1 (tm) or Microsoft's Visual BASIC v3.0 and libraries contained in Crescent Software's
QuickPak Professional (tm) are used to collect and analyze the photoelectric emission spectra.
The reported uncertainties account for the statistical uncertainties (la) associated with the
measurements'» ,42. The systematic uncertainty is estimated to be ~12% and unless otherwise
noted should be added in quadrature to the reported uncertainties to obtain an estimate of the total
experimental uncertainty41-42.
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AT

(Matheson, 99.999%) and N2 are obtained in liquid form and stored in a high-pressure (-200

psig) dewars (MVE Cryogenics, DuraCyl). Boil-off from the liquid reservoirs is used as the
source for the gas flows. He (US Bureau of Mines, High Purity, 99.995%) is obtained in 1A
cylinders. Oxidizable contaminants are removed from the Ar, N2 and He using a Cu packed quartz
furnace (-800 K) located on the high pressure side of the gas delivery system. Condensible
impurities are removed from the main Ar and He flows by passing the Ar and He through a series
of four (4) molecular sieve packed traps (Fisher Scientific, Type 4A Grade 514, 8-12 mesh)
immersed in liquid N2 (77 K) on the low-pressure side of the gas delivery system. An additional
trap located on the high pressure side of the gas delivery system is used to further reduce the
24

condensible impurities when He is used as the main carrier gas. CO2 (Air Products, Coleman
grade 99.99%) is purified using a series of three (3) freeze-pump-thaw cycles and stored in two (2)
five liter Pyrex bulbs. The NO/He (Matheson, Analyzed 10.3%), CO (Matheson, Research Grade
99.99%) and SP^He (Air Products, Analyzed 0.992%) are used without further purification. A
1% mixture (NO/He) was prepared from the 10.3% mixture using standard gas handling
techniques and stored in a five liter Pyrex bulb. CH4 (Matheson, UHP, 99.97%), CF4
(Matheson, 99.9%), and NO/He (Matheson, Analyzed) mixture are used without further
purification.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
3.1 BRANCHING FRACTIONS OF THE PRODUCT NO(A 2E+,v'=0 and 1) AND NO(B ^v^O)
EMISSIONS OBSERVED AS A FUNCTION OF v' IN THE ENERGY TRANSFER REACTION
N2(A 'T.v') + NO(X 2ny,=0).

A series of photoelectric emission spectra is presented in Figure 8 for the energy transfer
reactions N2(A 3Z>' =0) + NO(X 2nr,v"=0) (Figure 8-1), N2(A 3Z>'<l) + NO
(X 2nr,v")0) (Figure 8-2), N2(A 3!>'<2) + NO(X 2nr,v"=0) (Figure 8-3), and
N2(A 3Z„,v' <, 6) + NO(X 2rir,v"=0) (Figure 8-4). For completeness, a background emission
spectrum is presented in the lower portion of Figure 8-1. Emission is observed from the 0,7 and
0,8 transitions of the NO(B 2nr,v' -X 2rir,v") ß bands and the 0,7 and 1,8 transitions of the
NO(A 2Z+,v* - X 2nr,v") y bands at 3,035.3, 3,198.6, 3,158.2, 3,093.6 A, respectively (Figures
8-1 through 8-4). Although both the NO(A 2E+,v" -X 2nr,v")y bands and
NO(5 2Ilr,v' -X 2rir,v") ß bands have two pronounced band heads, they are easily
distinguishable from each other because of their opposite shading directions. A dramatic increase
in the intensity of the 0,7 and 0,8 transitions of the NO(ß 2Ilr,v' -X 2Ilr,v") ß bands is
observed as the v' = 1 and 2 vibrational levels of the N2 (A 3E+) state are populated. Similarly,
emission from the 1,8 transition of the NO(A 2Z+,v' -X 2rir,v") y bands is observed to increase
with v' in an analogous manner. The intensities of the emissions from the
NO(A 2E+,v' -X 2nr,v") Y bands and N0(5 2U ,v* - X 2rir,v") ß bands for the
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N2(A 3Z;,v' < 6) (Figure 8-4) are slightly larger than that for the N2(A 3£+,v' <; 2) (Figure 8-3).
The emission intensity, IV'y, for a transition from v' to v" is given by 40
W=KNvqv,-v:,v. Re3(rv,v.)RvV

0)

where K is a constant, qv\v" is the Franck-Condon factor for the v'-v" transition, vv-,V" is the
energy for the v'-v" transition« in cm-i, Re(>Vy\) is the electronic transition moment, /yy is the
r-centroid for the v'-v" transition, and Rvy is the factor that accounts for the sensitivity of the
detection system at the v'-v" transition. The Franck-Condon factors and the r-centroids for the
NO(A 2£+,v' -> X 2nr,v") Y bands and NO(5 2npv' -> X 2ITr,v") ß bands are calculated using a
technique described by Rabalais44 and they are found to be in very good agreement with those
reported by Piper and Cowles45. R^/yyO's for the NO(A 21+v' -> X 2nr,v") y bands are
calculated using an expression reported by Piper and Cowles45,
Re(rv,v„) = 33.08 - 58.77 • rv,v„ '+ 26.85 • r2., v„.

(2)

RE(rv. v..)'s for the NO(5 2nr,v' -X 2rir,v") ß bands are calculated using an expression reported
by Piper et al.46,
R e (r,
„)= 0.350-0.104 • r.v ,v .+ 3.69xl04 • e
\ v ,v '

v>

".

(3)

Rv-iV" is determined using a technique described by Mumma and Zipf34 and Mumma35. Nv- is
determined by rearranging Eq (1) and K will be canceled in the determination of the ratios for
N . =

(4)
3

q"v,v
, . v v, ,v . R"(r
. .)R v . ,v . K
e v v v '
t

The emission intensity is calculated numerically by integrating the observed emission spectrum,
E- + E
i.e., I¥>¥. = £ /, <5E,, where $E, is determined using '"' -—'—. The observed wavelengths are
converted to energies using a technique described by Srinivas and Lakshman47.
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Figure 8. Photoelectric emission spectra for the energy transfer reaction ^(A, v') +
NO(X, \>"=0) -»N2(X, v") + NO(A, v'). See text for discussion.

From our measurements of the intensities of the 0,7 and 1,8 transitions of theNO(A 2E+,v' X 2n ,v") y bands we obtain a ratio

'V ~ " = — that is obtained using Eq (4). The
[NCKA.v^l)] yt

y
y
other ratios, — and — are obtained in an analogous manner. The results of these calculations
ßo
ßo
are presented in Table 2. For the energy transfer reaction N,^ (A 3I* ,v'=0)+ NO(X 2n r ,v"=0)
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we observe a ratio — = (10.1 ± 1.4) (la). This is in excellent agreement with that reported by
Y,
Golde and Moyle 48 who used the 0,0 and 1,0 transitions of the NO(A 2I+,v' - X 2IIr,v") y
bands to obtain this ratio. For an N2^4 3X*,v' < 1) population distribution of 1.00 : 0.08 for v' =
Y
0 and 1, respectively, we obtain a ratio — of (8.46 ± 1.02) (la). We are not aware of any
Y,
previous measurements reported for this N2^4 3£+) vibrational level population distribution.
For an N2(^ 32+y < 2) population distribution of 1.00 : 0.29 : 0.11 for v' = 0, 1 and 2,
Y
respectively, in which the N2 fraction is ~20% of the total flow we find the ratio — to be (5.74
Y,
±0.71) (la), in very good agreement with that reported by Golde and Moyle 48.

Table 2: Branching ratios of the emission from the NO A-X and B-X bands observed in the energy transfer reaction
N2(A,v') + NO(X,v"=0) -» N2(X,v") + NO(A.v') + NO(B,v')a
[NO(A,v,= 0)]_Y0,7
[NO(B,v'=D] ß08

[NO(A,v'=0)]_Yu
[NO(B,v'=D] ßu

3.28 ±0.42

4.02 ±0.52

0.75 ±0.10

1.54 ±0.21

1.76 ±0.25

0.35 ±0.05

[NO(A,v'=0)]_Y0.7
[NO(A,v'=l)] 713

[NO(A,v,=0)]_YOJo
[NO(A,V=D] yle

[NO(A,v'=0))_Yo,7
[N0(B,v'=l)] ß07

v'=0

10.1 ± 1.44

12.08 (b)

7.67 ±1.48

v'Slc

8.46 ±1.02

v'<2<)

5.74 ±0.71

N2(A,v')

5.71 (b)

a) The bands used in the determination of the branching ratios are presented in the table for clarity. The reported ratios are obtained using
the standard expression for emission intensity (See text for discussion). The uncertainties reported in the table account for both the
statistical and systematic uncertainties associated with the measurements. The systematic uncertainty for these measurements is
estimated to be ±12%.
b) The data in this entry is take from M. F. Golde and A. M. Moyle, Chem. Phys. Letters 117 (1985) 375.
c) The N2(A,v') population distribution at the observation region of the rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor is 1.00 : 0.08 for v' = 0
and 1, respectively. See text for discussion.
d) The N2(A,v') population distribution at the observation region of the rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor is 1.00 : 0.29 : 0.11 for v'
= 0, 1 and 2, respectively. See text for discussion.

The production of the NO(2? 2nr) state is much more sensitive to the nascent vibrational level
population distribution of the ^(A 3£+) state compared to the production of the ~NO(A 2Z+)
state. While the yi emission intensity increases by a factor of ~2 relative to the Yo emission
intensity as v' increases from v'=0 to v' < 6 in the N2^4 3£+) state, the ßo emission intensity is
observed to increase by a factor of ~5 relative to the yo emission intensity. In the following
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Y
discussion, to obtain the ratio —, we will limit our primary analysis to measurements made
Po

using the 0,7 transition of the N0(5 2nr,v' -> Xmr,w") ß bands. We present data in Table 2 for
the 0,8 transition of the NO(£ 2nr,v' -> Jnnr,v") ß bands but the reliability of calculations using
this band are not as good as those using the 0,7 transition of the N0(5 2nr,v' -> X2Tlr,v") ß
bands because of a poorer Signal-to-Noise (See Figure 8) which is the result of the sensitivity of
the solar blind photomultiplier tube decreasing rapidly in this wavelength region. For the energy
Y
transfer reaction N2(^ 3£+,v'=0) + NO(X2nr,v"=0) we determine the ratio — using the 0,7
Po

transition of the NO(A 2Z+,v' -> X2nr,v") y bands and the 0,7 transition of the N0(5 2nr,v' -»
XmT,v") ß bands to be (7.67 ± 1.48) (la). For the N2(/4 3 z+y ^ 1) population distribution of
1.00 : 0.08 for v' = 0 and 1, respectively, we measure a ratio of (3.28 ± 0.42) (la) using the same
bands, this represents an increase in the [NO(£ 2nr,v'=0)] of a factor of ~2 relative to the \NO(A
2£+,v'=0)] which is significant considering the small percentage of population in the N2(^
3Z>'=1). For the N2(A 3Z+y < 2) population distribution of 1.00 : 0.29 : 0.11 for v' = 0,1
and 2, respectively, we measure a ratio of (1.52 ± 0.21) (la). This represents an increase in the
\NO(B 2nr,v'=0)] of a factor of ~5 relative to the \NO(A 2n+,v'=0)]. We also determined the
Y
ratio—1- using the 1,8 transition of the NO(^ 22+y -» X2Ilr,v") y bands and the 0,7 transition
ßo
of the NO(2? 2nr,v' -^ X^Ur,\") b bands. While the rate of increase for the production of the yi
relative to the ßo is nearly identical to that observed for the production of the yo relative to the ßo
band, the ratio of yi to ßo is much smaller (see Table 2).
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A very small enhancement in the emission from the N0(5 2nr,v' ->X2TlT,\") ß bands is
observed when the vibrational level population distribution of the N2(,4 3X*) state is shifted to
higher vibrational levels in the observation region of the rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor,
i.e., 0 < v' < 6 (see Figure 8-4). A probable reason for this small increase is that previous work25
has shown that the [N2(^ 3£+,v' > 3)] decreases by a factor of-2.5 for each vibrational level
relative to the v-1 level. We know that the \N2(A 3E>'>3)] < \N2(A 3E>'< 2)]25,33. The
concentration of these vibrational levels will be further attenuated when NO(X2nr) is added to
the flow. It is possible that we have attenuated the concentrations of the higher vibrational levels
to concentrations below which we will see a significant effect on the product emissions. An
efficient and clean technique to generate N2(^ 3X+,v' > 3) in substantial quantities would enable
the further investigation of the increase in the emissions from the N0(5 2nr,v' -» X2nr,v") ß
bands. In addition, the N2(^ 3£+,v' > 3) Franck-Condon favored 6,44 N2(^ 3i;,v' ->X is;,v")
Vegard-Kaplan transitions possess enough energy 43 to dissociate NO(X 2nr). As suggested by
Golde and Moyle 48, it is possible that an alternate product channel is accessible to the
N2(^3Z>'>3).
Emission from the 2,v" transition of the NO(^ 21+v' -> X2nr,v") y bands could be a potential
source of interference in the present investigation. In the wavelength region that we made our
measurements, the 0,7 transition of the NO(£ 2nr,v' -> X2nr,v") ß bands and the 0,8 transition
of the NO(J? 2nr,v' ->Jnnr,v") ß bands are overlapped by the 2,9 and 2,10 transitions of the
NOG4 2£+,v' -> X 2Ilr,v") Y bands, respectively. We see a small emission to the blue of the 0,7
transition of the N0(5 2nr,v' -*XmT,v") ß bands, which might be from the 2,9 transition of the
NOOf 2£+,v' -> Jnnr,v") Y bands. In both cases, the majority of the emission from the 2,v"
transition of the NO(A 2£+,v' ->X2nr,v") Y bands is to the blue of the respective 0,v" transition
of the NO(£ 2nr,v' -^XmT,v") ß bands. The Franck-Condon factors 44,45 for the 2,9 and 2,10
transitions of the NO(^ 22+y -> Z2nr,v") Y bands are relatively small, i.e., 0.062 and 0.038,
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respectively. We know that the ratio- ——
— is < 2% of the total NOkf 2Z+,v') 48. The
[NO(A,v' = 0)]
error introduced by this weak overlapping emission is therefore small compared to our total
reported uncertainty.
The increase in the [NO(5 2nr)] with vibrational quanta in the N2(/4 3£„) is probably due to a
combination of energetics and Franck-Condon overlap 20. We are currently investigating the
effect of vibrational energy in the CO(a 3n,v') on the products of the energy transfer reaction
CO(a 3n,v') + NO(Ar2nr,v"). A comparison of the product distributions for these two systems
might provide some insight into the mechanisms for the excitation of the NO(^( 2Z+) and N0(5
2nr) states.
3.2 BRANCHING FRACTIONS OF THE PRODUCT NO(A 2X+,v'=0, 1 AND 2) AND NO(B
2
nry=0) EMISSIONS OBSERVED AS A FUNCTION OF v' IN THE ENERGY TRANSFER
REACTION CO(a 3n,V) + NO(X2nr>v"=0)
3.2.1 Analysis of the NO(A 2I+,v') and NO(B 2nnv') Emissions.

A series of product photoelectric emission spectra is presented in Figure 9 for the energy transfer
reaction CO(a 3Il,v') + NO^2]!,.). We show emission spectra for three of the four generating
reactions used. From bottom to top they are: (A) Ar(3P2,0) + C02(Xi£p, (B) He(3S,) + C02(X
iZp/CO(X iZ+)/SF6 and (C) He(3Sj) + C02(X I2p/SF6. Each generating reaction provides us
with a different CO(a 3IT) vibrational level population distribution at the observation region of
the rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor (See Table 1). Visual comparison of the 0,6 transition
of the NO04 2Z+,v' -» XmT,v") y bands at -2,996 A and the 0,7 transition of the N0(5 2nr,v'
-»Z2nr,v") ß bands at -3,035 Ä shows a marked increase in the intensity of the NO(2? 2nr,v'->
Z2nr,v") ß bands relative to the NO(^ 2^+y _^Z2nr,v") y bands as CO(a 3n) increases its
v'>0 population in the observation region.
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Figure 9. Photoelectric emission spectra for the energy transfer reaction
CO(a,v') + NO(X,v"=0) ->CO(X,v") + NO(A,v') + NO(B,v').
See text for discussion.
The relative populations of the CO(a 3II,v'), NO(/* 2i+y) and NO(£ 2nr,v') are calculated
using the standard equation for emission intensity 40. The emission intensity, Iv>", for a
transition from v' to v" is given by
2
I,„=K»N.«q,
, • v3v'.v" • R
(r
) • R v'.v"
v'.v"
v'
iv'.v"
"-«V v'.v"'
'V ,v
v

A,
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(5)

where

K

is a constant, Nv- is the number density for molecules in the v' level in cm-3, qv»V" is the

Franck-Condon factor for the v'-v" transition, vV';V» is the energy in wavenumber for the v'-v"
transition 43, R^iyy) is the electronic transition moment, rv'jV" is me /"-centroid for the v'-v"
transition, and i?V',v" is the factor that accounts for the sensitivity of the detection system at the
v'-v" transition. The Franck-Condon factors and the r-centroids for the CO(a 311 -> X 'Z+)
Cameron bands, NO(i4 2E+v' -^>XmT,\") y bands andN0(5 2nr,v' -> X2nr,v") ß bands are
calculated using a technique described by Rabalais 44 and they are found to be in very good
agreement with those reported by Krupenie 49 for the CO(a 3n -> X 'E+) Cameron bands and
with those reported by Piper and Cowles 45 for the NO(^ 2£+,v' -> Z2]lr,v") y bands and N0(5
2nr,v' -*XmT,v") ß bands. ReOyyO's for the NO(A 2£+,v' -> Xmv\") ybands are calculated
using an expression reported by Piper and Cowles 45,
R,(r
, .,) = 33.08 - 58.77 • r v , ,v „ + 26.85 • r2v, ,v ..
e\ v ,v '

(6)
v

/

Re(ry,v")'s for the NO(2? 2nr,v' -» Jf2nr,v") ß bands are calculated using an expression reported
by Piper et al. 46,
A

R e (r
. „) = 0.350 - 0.104 • r v,v
. ., + 3.69xl04 • e
\ v ,v '

-(10.1 • r

)

*'•'"

(7)'
v

i?V'v" is determined using a technique described by Mumma and Zipf 34. Nv- is determined by
rearranging Eq (5) and K will be canceled in the determination of the ratios for Nv-,
N . =

^
qiv . ,V „ • v3V, ,V „ • R?(r
,.,)•/?,„•
K
« ' V ,V '
V ,v

(8)

The emission intensity is calculated numerically by integrating the observed emission spectrum,
E

i.e., IV')V" = £ Ij 5Ej, where 8E; is determined using

i i +

■=

E

,+i

. The observed wavelengths are

i

converted to energies using a technique described by Srinivas and Lakshman 47.
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A summary of the NO(A 2£+,v'<2) and NO(ß 2nr,v'=0) population distributions and branching
fractions are presented in Table 3 for the four different CO(a 3II,v') vibrational distributions
used (See Table 1). The relative NO(^ 2£+?v'<2) and N0(5 2nr,v'=0) populations are calculated
using Eq (8). Band intensities from the NO(^ 2x+y=0-2 _»xmT,v") J, Av = v' - v" = -4, -5
and -6 and the NO(2? 2nr,v'=0 -> Jnnr,v") ß, Av = -6 and -7 bands were used to determine the
Nv's for the NO(^ 2£+,v'=0, 1 and 2) and the N0(5 2nr,v'=0). The branching fractions were
then determined for each of the observed emissions in a given measurement where
v'

max

v'

v'

max

max

£ Nv.= £ NAv,+ £ NBv,= l,wherev'maxis2and0fortheNO(^22:+)andNO(5 2nr)
v'=0

v'=0

'

v'=0

states, respectively. Immediately obvious in Table 3 is the large increase in the production of
NOCS 2nr,v'=0) relative to NO(^ 2Z+,v'=0) as the higher vibrational levels of the CO(a 3n) are
7
populated in the observation region (See Table 2). The ratio —, where the subscript 0 refers to

their respective Nv>=o value Eq (8), is determined to be (0.65 ± 0.02) (la) for the energy transfer
reaction CO(a 3n,v'=0) + NO(X2nr,v' -0). As the vibrational level population distribution in
the CO(cr 3IT) is shifted to higher vibrational levels, we see an increase in the intensity of the
N0(5 2nr,v'=0 ->^2nr,v") ß bands relative to the NO(^ ?L+y ->X2nr,v") y bands. For the
energy transfer reaction He(3Si) + CC^X iZp, which represents the most unrelaxed CO(a 311)
T
vibrational level population distribution used in the present investigation, we see the ratio —
Po

decrease to a value of (0.099 + 0.004) (la). This represents a factor of (6.6 ± 0.3) (la) increase
in the [N0(5 2nr,v'=0)] relative to the \NO(A 2i+,v'=0)].
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Table 3: Relative populations and branching fractions for the NO(A,B) states.3
NO(/4 21+y)
NO(fl2nr,v'=o)

Generating Reactionb
v' = 2

[NO(A,v'=0)]
[NO(A,v'=D]

c

v' = 0

v'=l

Ar* + COj

0.355 ±0.009

0.081 ±0.030

0.017 ±0.003

0.546 ±0.013

0.650 ±0.022

Ar* + CO/CO2

0.382 ±0.031

0.055 ±0.005

d

0.563 ± O.O45

0.679 ±0.077

He* + CO/C02/SF6

0.166 ±0.013

0.020 ±0.003

d

0.815±0.199

0.204 ±0.033

He* + C02/SF6

0.088 ±0.002

0.013 ±0.001

0.012 ±0.001

0.888 ±0.025

0.099 ±0.004

a)

The relative intensities were calculated using Equation 4 and emission from the NO y v' = 0-2 Av = v' - v" = -4, -5 and -6 bands and
the NO ß v' = 0 Av = -6 and -7 bands. The uncertainties reported in the table account for the statistical uncertainty (Is) associated
with the measurements. An additional 12% should be added in quadrature to the above uncertainties to account for the total
experimental uncertainty.

b)

Ar or He metastables were generated using a low power dc discharge in Ar or He. See Table 1 for the CO(o 3P,v) vibrational
distribution that corresponds to each of these generating reactions.

c)

The ratio, 70/ßo = NA.V'^O/NB.V'-O, is calculated using the standard equation for emission intensity. See text for discussion.

d)

In the experiments in which we used a 1:1 mixture of C02(X 'I+) and CO(A" '1+) to generate the CO(a m,\') no analysis was
performed on the NO(/l 2£+,v-2) because of a weak signal-to-background-noise in the region we scanned.

As mentioned above, previous work i? has attributed the difference in the ratios between the He
and Ar systems to trace concentrations of N2(,4 3X+) which results from N2 impurities in the Ar
buffer gas and not to a dependence upon the vibrational level distribution of the CO(a 3IT). Our
Y
results show clearly that N2 impurities are insignificant in our experiments. The — ratios for
Po

the energy transfer reactions CO(a 3n,v'=0,l) + NO(J^2nr,v"=0) and N2(^ 3Z>'=0) + NO(X
2nr,v"=0) are (0.65 ± 0.02) (la) and (7.67 ± 1.16) (la) 50, respectively. This large difference in
the ratios makes it unlikely that nitrogen is a relevant impurity. We performed a second set of
measurements on the energy transfer reaction CO(a 3n,v'=0,l) + NO(X2nr) using the generating
reaction Ar(3P2)o) + C02(X 'Z*). The [NO(X2]lr)] was reduced by a factor of-10 as compared
to that used for the same reaction presented in Table 3. The results of these measurements are
given in Table 4. Since the kv's for the reactions CO(a m) + NO(X2nr) 14-17 and N2(^ 3Z*) +
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-.^j-r-r- i.
±
r AO •
CO(a,v'=0)+NO(X)
NO(X2nr) 3,20
differ by a rfactor
of-4.8,
i.e., -r—
,.T,-W^-„-TN

I 2.9*10

.. . 4.8, reducing the
6.0«10~"

K

N2(/l,v'=0)+NO(X)

[NO(X2nr)j by a factor of-10 will increase the [CO(a 311)] relative to the \N2(A 3£+)] in the
observation region of the rapidly pumped discharge-flow reactor. If the CO(a 3n,v'=0,l) are the
predominant energy transfer precursors, as we expect them to be, the increase in the relative
concentrations of the CO(a 3]l,v'=0,l) corresponding to the factor of 10 decrease in the
Y
[NO(JST2nr)] should not change the observed ratio —- by a significant amount and we might see a
Po

Y
Y
small decrease in the ratio —. However, if the observed ratio — contains a significant
ßo
ßo
contribution from the energy transfer reaction N2(^ 32+,v'=0) + NO(X2nr,v"=0), i.e.,
Yn
Observed

Y0,CO(a)

+

ßo.CO(a)

+

Y0,N (A)

, ,

,

,

.

Y0

x

.

,

, we would expect the observed ratio — to increase by a

ßo,N;(A)

P<>

Y
significant amount. The measured ratio — is observed to decrease slightly from (0.65 + 0.02)
Po

(la) to (0.52 ± 0.12) (la) when the \NO(XmT)] is reduced by a factor of ~ 10. The larger
uncertainty associated with the latter measurement is due to the poorer signal-to-noise obtained
Y
when we lowered the [NO(Z2nr)]. The decrease in the ratio —, i.e., the increase in the
Po

[N0(5 2nr,v'=0)], is due to a small increase in the [CO(a 3n,v'=l)]. We conclude, therefore, that
Y
N2 is negligible as an impurity and the observed change in the ratio — is due to vibrational
Po
energy in the CO(a 3fl) state.
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Table 4: Relative populations and branching fractions for the NO(A,B) states as a function of [NO(X)]
in the energy transfer reaction CO(a,v'=0) + NO(X,v"=0).
Generating
Reaction1"

NO04 2Z+,v')
v'=0

v' = l

NO(B 2nr,v'-0)

[NO(A,v'=0)] c
[NO(A,v'=0)]

v'=2

Ar* + C02d

0.355 ± 0.009

0.081 ± 0.030

0.017 ± 0.003

0.546 ± 0.013

0.650 ± 0.022

Ar* + C02e

0.316 ± 0.050

0.061 ± 0.011

0.020 ± 0.003

0.603 ± 0.096

0.524 ±0.118

a) The relative intensities were calculated using Equation 4 and emission from the NO y v' = 0-2 Av = v' - v" = -4, -5 and -6 bands and
the NO ß v' = 0 Av = -6 and -7 bands. The uncertainties reported in the table account for the statistical uncertainty (la) associated
with the measurements. An additional 12% should be added in quadrature to the above uncertainties to account for the total
experimental uncertainty.
b) Ar or He metastables were generated using a low power dc discharge in Ar or He. The CO(a) is primarily in v'=0.
c) The ratio, "fl/Bo = NA,V'=O/NB,V'=O, is calculated using the standard equation for for emission intensity. See text for discussion.
d) Data from Table 3. [NO(X) = (3.78 ± 0.33) x 1012 molecules cm-3.

e) [NO(X)] = (2.24 ± 0.24) x 10u molecules cm-3.

3.2.2 Comparison between the N2(A 3£*) and CO(a an)

As expectedi7,39, excitation of the NO(£ 2nr,v' -> X2nr,v") ß bands relative to the NO(A 2i+>v'
-^ X2nr,v") Y bands is more efficient for the energy transfer reaction CO(a 3n,v'=0) + NO(X
Y
2nr) as compared to the energy transfer reaction N204 3E+,V'=0) + NO(Ar2nr), i.e., — = (0.650
Po

± 0.022) (la) and (7.67 ± 1.16) (la) 50, respectively. Using these ratios and normalizing the
CO(a 3n,v'=0) + NO(X2nr,v") data to the N2(^ 32;,v'=0) + NO(^2nr,v") data, we determine
that the energy transfer reaction CO(a 3]l,v'=0) + NO(X2nr,v"=0) is (21.6 ± 3.3) (la) times
more efficient at generating NO(JB 2nr,v'=0) than the energy transfer reaction N2(^ 3Z*,v'=0) +
NO(Ar2nr,v"=0). This is qualitatively consistent with the work reported by Taylor and
Setser |7>39. This observation is even more pronounced when we consider the fact that only
-1/3 «4 of the energy transfer reaction CO(a 311) + NO(X2nr) leads to the excitation of the NO(^
21+) and N0(5 2nr) compared to the energy transfer reaction N2(^ 3S+) + NO(Z2nr) which is
100% efficient in producing the NO(^ 2}>) and N0(5 2nr) 3,48.
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For the unrelaxed energy transfer reactions CO(a 3II,v'<3) + NO(X2ITr) and N2(A 3E„ ,v'<2) +
y
NO(X2nr) we measured — ratios of (0.099 ± 0.004) (la) and (1.54 ± 0.10) (la) so,

respectively. This represents a factor of approximately 6.5 increase in the [NO(2? 2]~[r,v'=0)]
relative to the [NO(A 2I+,v'=0)] for the energy transfer reaction CO(a 3n,v'<3) + NO(^2nr)
while the [N0(5 2nr,v'=0)] increases by a factor of approximately 5.0 relative to the \NO(A
2Z+v-0)] for the energy transfer reaction N2(^ 3Z^,v'<2) + NO(X2nr).

3.3 AN UPPER LIMIT ON THE FORMATION OF NO(X 2nr) IN THE REACTIONS N2(A 32^) +
0(3P) AND N2(A V) + O^X'T) AT 298 K.
The primary objective of this investigation was to quantify the NO(X 2nr) + N(4S,2D) product
yield from the reaction N2(^ 3Z„) + 0(3P). For the reaction N2(^ 3£+y<2) + 0(3P) there is no
[NO(Ar2nr)]observed detected above the noise in the background emission signal. After correcting
this null measurement for competing N2(,4 32;+) removal processes the upper limit for the
corrected NO(^2nr) + N(4S,2D) product yield, [NO(X2nr)]Product, in the reaction N2(4
r

2

-,

3S:,v'<2) + 0(3P) is [NO(X n)]Product =

[NO(x2n)L
=

.

^^ < 2% (Signal-to-Background

o('p)

Noise=l, la) of the \N2(A 3I+,v'£2)]TotaI. When the N2(4 3I*,v') population is shifted to
higher vibrational levels, i.e., 0<v'<6, by reducing the [N2]Totai from -20% to -0.2% of the total
flow a small increase in the [NO(X2FIr)]observed was detected above the noise in the background.
After correcting the [NO(Z 2nr)]observed for competing N2(4 3E^,v'<6) loss processes the
[NO(X2nr)]product accounts for -5.7% of the \N2(A 3E+,v'<6)]TotaI. This product emission was
attenuated by the addition of CH4 to the flow upstream of the reaction zone suggesting that the
emission signal is due to the presence of N2(^4 3E+,v'>3).
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For the low-[N2J experiments the corrected NO(X2nr) + N(4S,2D) product yield represents (5.7
± 1.1)% (1 a) of the [N2(v4 3Ip]TotaI. If the NO(X2nr) is indeed formed by reaction of higher
vibrational levels of the N2O4 3£ +) the vibrational level specific branching fraction is probably
much higher since the relative population of N2(^ 3£„,v'>3) is significantly smaller than the
lower vibrational levels. Based on laser-excited fluorescence measurements 25,33 and vibrational
relaxation studies 22,25 ? we estimate that the fractional N2(4 3£+) population in v'>3 is <10% of
the total N2(A 3£+), which suggests that the NO(X2nr) + N(4S,2D) product yield could be >(57
± 14)% of the total \N2(A 3£+,v'>3)].
As mentioned above, the reactions N2O4 3£+) + Ü2(X3Zp andN2^4 3£+) + O2* could interfere
with the measurement of the NO(Ar2ITr) + N(4S,2D) product channel in the reaction *N2(A 3E+) +
0(3P). The product channels for the reaction ti2(A 32+) + 02(X^'Z~) have been extensively
studied 51-55; however, previous studies did not look at the formation of NO(X 2nr). Although
the NO(X2nr) + NO(X2nr) product channel is 4.3 eV exoergic the probability of the four-centre
chemical reaction is very small 56. No [NO(X2nr)]observed is detected above the noise in the
background emission signal from the reaction N2(A 3L+) + 02(X 3X~,v"=0). With a detection
limit of ~2 x 107 molecules cm-3 (Signal-to-Background Noise=l, la) this represents a corrected
r

2

,

branching fraction [NO(X n)]Product =

[No(x2n)L
.
Jobserved

of < 0.1% of the \N2(A 3X;)]Total.

This measurement was insensitive to the N2(A 3Z+) vibrational level population distribution for
v'<6 and showed that the presence of undissociated 02(X3X~) would not interfere with the
N2(A 32+) + 0(3P) -4 NO(Z2nr) + N(4S,2D) product channel measurement. The product
channels for the reaction of N2(A 3£+) + O2* are not well characterized. The effect of this
reaction on the present analysis will be discussed below.
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Several key assumptions were made in the data analysis and interpretation. First, we assume
that the initial concentration of the N2(A 3£ „), \N2(A 3E +)]injtjai, is equal to the concentration of
the Xe metastables, Xe(3P2;o), at the N2 inlet. Work by Sadeghi and Setser 57 has shown that the
primary product in the energy transfer reaction Xe(3P2)o) + N2(X IE *) is N2CB 3ng). N2(A 3I+)
is then formed in the subsequent rapid collisional and radiative cascade in the triplet manifold of
electronically excited N2.
Second, we assume that [Xe(3P2)0)] = [0(3P)]/2 at the N2 inlet. Balamuta and Golde 58,59 have
determined that the reaction Xe(3P2)o) + O2 produces two atomic oxygen for each Xe metastable.
Although this reaction is sufficiently exoergic to generate O(iD), under our experimental
conditions any 0(!D) formed in the titration reaction would be rapidly quenched by the excess
O2 and Ar 60. The loss of 0(3P) at the walls of the reactor is small and is therefore neglected
(k

~ 2 s-H 61

Third, we assume that the only loss process for N2(A 3D +) in the short time from the N2 inlet to
the 0(3P)/02 addition port (t ~ 2 ms), is the deactivation of N2(^ 3X+U) at the wall 37,62, kWALL ~
176 s-i. This is reasonable since both Ar and N2 are known to be very inefficient electronic
quenchers of theN2(4 3x;) 9,11,63.
Fourth, the [NO(X 2nr)]0bserved is not affected by the N2(A 3^u)radial concentration gradient
which results from the deactivation of N2(^ 3X+) at the reactor walls 64. Iannuzzi et ah 51
investigated this problem while determining the N20 + O branching fraction in the reaction N2^4
3S+) + 02(X 3Ep. It was determined that the \N2(A 3Z+)] gradient had <10% effect on their
product channel measurement. The effect of a concentration gradient in the present investigation
would be of the same magnitude determined by Iannuzzi et a/.5i since our measurements were
performed under similar flow conditions.
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Fifth, if the NO(Z 2nr) formed in the reaction N2(4 3E+) + 0(3P) is vibrationally hot, i.e., v" <
14 and v" < 6 for processes (3) and (5) in Table 5, respectively, it will be vibrationally relaxed
into v"=0 within the ~40 cm (10 ms) reaction distance. 0(3P) is a very efficient vibrational
relaxant of NO(X 2nr,v"). For NO(X2nr,v"=l) + 0(3P) -> NO(X2nr,v"=0) + 0(3P) Fernando
and Smith 65 report a k = 6.5 x 10-n cm3 molecules-1 s-1. Ifk is similarly large for higher v", as it
is expected to be, >95% of the product NO(X,v">l) should be relaxed into v"=0 prior to the NO
laser-excited fluorescence detector port. This lower limit is based on a set of Runge-Kutta fourth
order numerical calculations with automatic step sizing that used as input parameters the rate
constant reported by Fernando and Smith 65 for the NO(X2nr,v") + 0(3P) -> NO(^2nr,v"-l) +
0(3P), a worst case scenario where all the product NO(X2IIr) is initially populated in v'=14 and
concentrations and residence times associated with the respective measurements. In addition,
further vibrational relaxation of the NO(X 2IIr,v">l) would have been observed in the
measurements where we vibrationally relaxed N2(<4 3S*,v'>l) into N2(,4 3Z+,v'=0) using CH4.
CH4, while not as efficient as 0(3P), is known to vibrationally relax NO(X 2nr,v"=l) with a
reported rate constant k = (1.88 ± 0.15) x 10-13 cm3 molecules-1 s-' .66
Table 5: Exothermic product channels for the reaction N2(/4 3Z+'1/'=0) <■ 0(3p)
N2(/4 3Z*) + 0(3P)

-> N2(X iJ^) + 0(3P) + 6.2 eV

(1)

-> N2(X IS*) + O(iD) + 4.2 eV

(2)

-» NO(X 2nr) + N(4S) + 2.9 eV

(3)

-> N2{X iZ*) + O(iS) + 2.0 eV

(4)

-> N0(X2nr) + N(2D) + 0.5 eV

(5)

We must also consider the possible interference that would occur if significant quantities of
atomic nitrogen are present in the reaction zone. The presence of atomic nitrogen would result in
an underestimate of the NO(X2nr) + N(4S,2D) and NO(X2IIr) + NO(X2nr) product yields
since the reaction N + NO -> N2 + O is fast, k = 3.4 x 10-i 1 cm3 molecules-' s-i at 298 K67. In a
separate experiment 25, the N2 flow was replaced by a comparable flow of Ar and the relative
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concentration of the N2(,4 3X+,v'=3) was monitored by laser-excited fluorescence techniques in
order to place an upper limit on the concentration of the atomic nitrogen in the reaction zone. No
N2(v4 3£*,v'=3) laser-excited fluorescence emission signal was observed above the noise in the
background. We corrected the null N2(^ 3Z+,V'=3) measurement for the N2(4 3E+,v')
population distribution 22,25,33 and wall loss in the reaction zone 37,62. Then, assuming a worse
case scenario in which all of the N2-impurity would be dissociated into atomic nitrogen in the
metastable generation region, we estimate an upper limit of ~5 x 109 molecules cm-3 for the
atomic nitrogen concentration. Based on this value the subsequent reduction of any NO product
formed in the title reactions from the reaction N + NO would amount to less than 0.2% of the
total NO.
Several of the interactions can be eliminated as possible sources of ^0(X^UT). First, the reaction
N* + 02(X 3Zp, where N^N2(A 3Z+), N2(B 3ng), andN2(W3Au) states, can be eliminated
since there is no [NO(X 2nr)]0bserved detected in the preliminary N2(A 3S+, v') + 02(X 3Ep
measurements and all of the above species would have been present in the reaction zone in either
the low- or high-[N2] experiments. Second, the reaction N2(A 3£„,v' <L 2) + 02, where
02 3 02(a ' A) and 02(b ' Z+), can also be eliminated as a source of NO(X 2Ilr) since the 02 is
present in the high-[N2] N2(A 3£;>' * 2) + 0(3P) experiments. Third, the reaction
N2(A 3Z^,v' ^2) + 0(3P) can be eliminated since no [NO(X 2Ilr)]0bserved is detected in the
present investigation. Fourth, it is unlikely that the reactions N2(5 3ITg) + 0(3P) or
N2(W 3AU) + 0(3P) are responsible for the production of NO(X2Ilr) because of their short
lifetimes (x - 8u,s) and low concentrations in the reaction zone. There remain two possible
sources of product NO(X 2llr): N2(A 3£>' * 3) + 0(3P) and/orN2(A 3£>' *3) + o;.
Very little is known about the excited state surfaces of N20<>8. Molecular correlation diagrams for
the O + N2 reaction in C„oV, C2v and Cs symmetries have been constructed by Michels68.
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Without a detailed knowledge of the activation barriers and other surface characteristics, a 50%
branching fraction can be estimated for the NO(X2IIr) + N(4S, 2D) product channel in CooV
symmetry where three of the six surfaces are reactive68, i.e., the 1X", 5I1 and the 5£-. In C2V and
Cs symmetries only 1/3 of the surfaces are reactive68. While the formation of the NO + N(4S,
2D) in the reaction N2(,4 32*) + 0(3P) can be explained using correlation diagrams, it appears
that the major N2(.4 32+) deactivation process proceeds via a curve crossing mechanism to form
N2(X ' 2*) + O(iS) with the direct formation of NO(X2IIr) being negligible for N2(^ 32*) in the
low vibrational levels, i.e., v' < 2. The magnitude of the observed increase in the NO + N(4S,2D)
branching fraction from <2% of the \N2(A 3E*,v' < 2)]Totai for the reaction N2(A 32>' < 2) +
0(3P) to (57 ± 14)% of the \N2(A 32+,3 < v' < 6)]Totat for the reaction N2(^ 32>' > 3) +
0(3P) is consistent with the predictions made using the molecular correlation diagrams; however,
it suggests that there is an energy barrier associated with this channel.
3.4 PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS TO THE NO(A 2£+v' ~ Xm„v") y BANDS SYNTHETIC
SPECTRUM GENERATION CODE
The analysis of the rotational structure of the N0(^ 2X+,V' -» ^2nr,v") y bands observed in the
energy transfer reaction N2(^4 32*,v') + NO(X2nr) has been described in detail previously2i.
The original computer code was developed using Microsoft's BASIC Professional Development
System v7.x, electronic term energies presented in Huber and Herzberg 43 and energy level
equations presented in Engleman et al.& for the NO(^ 2£+) and NO(X2nr) states. Agreement
with published line assignments for low N' values is excellent 69; however, the agreement is not
as good for N' > 15, i.e., dX ~ 0.5 A at N'=25. Since the calculated line positions for N' > 15
were only in satisfactory agreement with the observed line positions, the rotational temperature
of the NO(/4 22+) state was determined using a Fractional Area Technique2i. This technique is
not sensitive to the absolute location of the line positions and provides a satisfactory method to
determine the rotational temperature of the product NO(^4 2£+).
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To improve the agreement between the observed and calculated line positions the code was
modified to use the energy level equations for a 2Z-2E[ system found in Huber and Herzberg43.
Agreement between the calculated and observed wavelengths for the NO(A 2X+y -> X2TlT,v") y
bands in the updated code is excellent for low N' and for high N' the agreement between the
calculated and observed line positions was better than that obtained using the Engleman et al.&
data. Recently, a manuscript published by Amiot et al. ™ was found in the literature. Their
work provides better electronic term values for the NO(X2IIr) state and these values were
incorporated into the Synthetic Spectrum Program during the program's conversion from DOS to
Windows. The new version of the program was developed using Microsoft's Visual BASIC v3.x
Professional Edition. The new term values provide excellent agreement with published line
assignments69 for both the low and high N' values. A summary of the reported line assignments
and the calculated line positions is presented in Tables 6 and 7 for the F] and F2 components of
the NO(y4 2S+,v' -» X2TIr,v") yo,o band, respectively. The Engleman et al.& data represents the
observed line assignments. The difference between the observed and calculated line positions in
cm-i is presented in Tables 8 and 9 for the Fi and F2 components of the NO(A 2£+,v' -» X
2nr,v") Yo,o band, respectively. For clarity, the difference between the observed and calculated
line positions in Ä is presented in Tables 10 and 11 for the F] and F2 components of the NO(A
2Z+,v' -> X 2nr,v") Yo;o band, respectively. For this analysis the wavelengths were calculated by
simply taking the reciprocal of the calculated energy and multiplying this result by 108. The
small vacuum-to-air correction is not applied to these calculations47. As seen in Tables 10 and
11 the agreement between the observed and calculated line positions is excellent for low N',
independent of the term energies used and expressions used to calculate the TE+V+R value. For
high N\ i.e., N' >5, only the data published by Amiot et al.™ provides excellent agreement
between the observed and calculated line positions. The anomalous deviation in Table 11 for the
Amiot et al.™ data for the dR2 branch at N' = 10 is due to the fact that the reported line is a
blend and not a single line assignment. The difference between the Herzberg and Amiot data
presented in Tables 6 through 11 is the source of the term energies for the ground state of NO.
The energy level equations are the same for both sets of data. In general, the Amiot term energies
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provide better than a factor of 10 improvement over the Herzberg term energies in the accuracy
of the calculated line positions.

Table 6: Reported and Calculated Energies for the F(l) component of the NO A-X v-0, v"=0 band
P(l), Wavenumbers

R(l), Wavenumbers

Q(l), Wavenumbers
Engleman

Herzberg

Herzberg

S(21), Wavenumbers

Engleman

Herzberg

Amiol

0

44193.94

44194

44193.93

1
2
3

44189.57
44185.82
44182.66

44189.66 44189.55 44197.83 44197.97
44185.96 44185.79 44197.46 44197.61
44182.91 44182.66 44197.69 44197.88

44197.91 44202.94 44202.96
44197.49 44205.88 44205.92
44197.71 44209.43 44209.53

44202.92
44205.85 44210.76 44210.91
44209.41 44217.88 44217.84

44210.87
44217.78

4
5
10

44180.21
44178.32
44178.32

44180.51 44180.16 44198.5 44197.81 44198.55 44213.62 44213.78
44178.75 44178.29 44199.96 44200.38 44200.03 44218.44 44218.67
44179.63 44178.33 •44216.67 44217.89 44216.79 44251.92 44252.82

44213.6 44225.28 44225.42
44218.42 44233.42 44233.64
44251.9 44283.57 44284.42

44225.31
44233.47
44283.67

15
20

44193.94
44224.97

44196.52 44193.97
44229.24 44225.08

44300.96 44349.24
44365.45

44349.45

25

44271.28

44277.52 44271.53 44359.54

44198.92 44198.99

44248.91 44251.41
44296.61 44300.75

Amiot

Engleman

N

Amiot

Engleman

Herzberg

Amiot

44198.95

44249.14 44300.91 44302.96
44296.93 44365.33 44368.93

44351.2

44365.64 44360.02

Table 7: Reported and Calculated Energies for the F(2) component of the NO A-X v-0, v"=0 band
K

P(2), Wavenumbers
Engleman Herzberg
Amiot

Q(2), Wavenumbers
Engleman Herzberg
Amiot

R(2), Wavenumbers
Engleman Herzberg
Amiot

0(12), Wavenumbers
Amiot
Engleman Herzberg
44,074.05
44,069.42
44,065.31

44,074.09 44,074.06
44,069.51 44,069.43
44,065.48 44,065.34

44,097.90
44,105.19

44,061.77
44,058.72

44,062.01
44,059.09

44,061.78
44,058.76

44,112.98 44,113.16
44,160.81 44,160.92
44,220.54 44,222.57

44,113.02
44,160.17
44,220.74

44,056.23
44,061.00

44,056.73
44,053.29
44,063.95

44,056.28
44,052.72
44,061.22

44,294.47 44,298.28
44,388.27

44,294.84
44,382.59

44,083.85
44,120.61

44,088.96
44,128.64

44,084.26
44121.24

0
1
2

44,078.07
44,077.40

44,078.06
44,077.46

44,078.03
44,077.38

44,085.95

44,086.01

44,085.98

3
4

44,077.27
44,077.63

44,077.40
44,077.90

44,077.26
44,077.68

44,089.27
44,093.12

44,089.38
44,093.30

44,089.30
44,093.16

44,097.90 44,097.93
44,105.17 44,105.27

5
10
15

44,078.59
44,091.35
44,117.59

44,078.96
44,092.57
44,120.21

44,078.63
44,091.45
44,117.81

44,097.51
44,127.42
44,170.77

44,097.77
44,128.45
44,173.09

44,097.54
44,127.53
44,170.98

20
25

44,157.44
44,211.09

44,162.10
44,218.52

44,157.85
44,211.73

44,227.71
44,298.29

44,231.87
44,305.07

44,228.04
44,298.85

Table 8: Reported and Calculated dEnergies for the F(l) component of the NO A-X v-0, v"=0 band
dQO) Wavenumbers
Engleman Herzberg
Amiot
44198.92 -0.07
-0.03

dR(l), Wavenumbers
Engleman Herzberg
Amiot

dS(21) Wavenumbers
Amiot
Engleman Herzberg
0.00

N

dP(l , Wavenumbers
Engleman Herzberg
Amiot

0

44193.94

-0.06

0.01

1
2
3

44189.57
44185.82
44182.66

-0.09
-0.14
-0.25

0.02
0.03
0.00

44197.83
44197.46
44197.69

-0.14
-0.15
-0.19

-0.08
-0.03
-0.02

44202.94
44205.88
44209.43

-0.02
-0.04
-0.10

0.02
0.03
0.02

0.00
44210.76
44217.88

-0.15
0.04

-0.11
0.10

4
5

44180.21
44178.32

-0.30
-0.43

0.05
0.03

44198.50
44199.96

0.69
-0.42

-0.05
-0.07

44213.62
44218.44

-0.16
-0.24

0.02
0.01

44225.28
44233.42

-0.14
-0.22

-0.03
-0.05

10
15
20

44178.32
44193.94
44224.97

-1.31
-2.58
-4.27

-0.01
-0.03
-0.11

44216.67
44248.91
44296.61

-1.22
-2.50
-4.14

-0.12
-0.23
-0.32

44251.92
44300.91
44365.33

-0.90
-2.05
-3.60

0.01
-0.05
-0.12

44283.57
44349.24
0.00

-0.85
-1.96

-0.10
-0.21

25

44271.28

-6.24

-0.25

44359.54

-6.10

-0.48

0.00
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0.00

0.00

Table 9: Reported and Calculated dEnergies for the F(2) component of the NO A-X v'=0, v"=0 band
N

dP(2) , Wavenumbers
Amiot
Herzberg
Engleman

dQ(2),, Wavenumbers
Amiot
Engleman Herzberg

dR(2), Wavenumbers
Amiot
Engleman Herzberg
0.00

0
1
2
3

44078.07
44077.40
44077.27

0.01
-0.06
-0.13

0.04
0.02
0.01

44085.95
44089.27

-0.06
-0.11

-0.03
-0.03

44097.90

-0.03

4
5

44077.63
44078.59

-0.27
-0.38

-0.05
-0.04

44093.12
44097.51

-0.18
-0.26

-0.04
-0.03

44105.17
44112.98

-0.10
-0.18

10
15
20

44091.35
44117.59
44157.44

-1.22
-2.62
-4.66

-0.10
-0.22
-0.41

44127.42
44170.77
44227.71

-1.03
-2.32
-4.16

-0.11
-0.21
-0.33

44160.81
44220.54
44294.47

-0.11
-2.03
-3.81

25

44211.09

-7.43

-0.64

44298.29

-6.78

-0.56

0.00

dO(12) , Wavenumbers
Amiot
Engleman Herzberg
-0.01
44074.05 -0.04

0.00

44069.42
44065.31
44061.77

-0.09
-0.17
-0.24

-0.01
-0.03
-0.01

-0.02
-0.04

44058.72
44056.23

-0.37
-0.50

-0.04
-0.05

0.64
-0.20
-0.37

44061.00
44083.85

-2.95
-5.11

-0.22
-0.41

44120.61

-8.03

-0.63

Table 10: Reported and Calculated d Wavelengths for the F(l) component of the NO A-X v'=0, v"=0 band
Engleman

Herzberg

Amiot

-0.00128
-0.00082
-0.00102

2261.89
2261.53
2261.15

0.00757
-0.00179
0.00721

0.00553
-0.00486
0.00158

0.01202
0.04621

-0.00077
-0.00077

2260.73
2258.17

0.01119
0.0435

0.00250
0.00525

0.10435
0.18283

0.00245
0.00605

2254.83

0.0997

0.01073

Herzberg

Amiot

2262.29

0.00123

-0.00082

2262.14
2261.96
2261.75

0.00230
0.00532
0.00818

0.00369
0.00609

2261.50
2259.79

0.01185
0.01651
0.02429

2257.29
2254.01

Herzberg

Amiot

Engleman

Herzberg

Amiot

Engleman

0
1

2262.75
2262.98

0.00323
0.00461

-0.00036
-0.00102

2262.50
2262.55

0.00353
0.00717

0.00148
0.00410

2
3
4

2263.17
2263.33
2263.46

0.00702
0.01276
0.01547

-0.00169
-0.00005
-0.00246

2262.57
2262.56
2262.52

0.00773
0.00968
-0.03537

0.00159
0.00097
0.00251

5
10

2263.55
2263.55

0.02224
0.06732

-0.00133
0.00072

2262.45
2261.59

0.02160
0.06235

15
20
25

2262.75
2261.17
2258.80

0.13224
0.21835
0.31848

0.00169
0.00568
0.01291

2259.94
2257.51
2254.31

0.12778
0.21117
0.30985

N

dS(21), A

dR(l),A

dQ(l), A

dP(l), A
Engleman

Table 11 : Reported and Calculated dWavelengths for the F(2) component of the NO A-X v'=0, v"=0 band
dP(2), A
N

Engleman

Herzberg

Amiot

Engleman

dQ(2), A
Herzberg

dR(2), A
Amiot

Engleman

Herzberg

dO(12), A
Amiot

Engleman

Herzberg

Amiot

2268.91
2269.15

0.00185
0.00484

0.00031
0.00072

2269.36
2269.54
2269.70

0.00865
0.01241
0.01896

0.00144
0.00057
0.00196

0
1

2268.70

-0.00046

-0.00201

2
3
4

2268.74
2268.74
2268.72

0.00309
0.00679
0.01385

-0.00103
-0.00041
0.00252

2268.30
2268.13
2267.93

0.00288
0.00561
0.00916

0.00134
0.00149
0.00195

2267.68
2267.31

0.00154
0.00509

0.00000
0.00098

5
10

2268.68
2268.02

0.01930
0.06275

0.00232
0.00514

2267.70
2266.16

0.01337
0.05315

0.00154
0.00591

2266.91
2264.45

0.00904
0.00574

0.00185
-0.03272

2269.83

0.02576

0.00258

15
20
25

2266.67
2264.62
2261.88

0.13460
0.23902
0.38011

0.01130
0.02108
0.03279

2263.94
2261.03
2257.42

0.11870
0.21265
0.34535

0.01056
0.01687
0.02844

2361.39
2257.62

0.10365
0.19427

0.01007
0.01896

2269.58
2268.40
2266.51

0.15220
0.26307
0.41233

0.01159
0.02125
0.03226

How do the deviations between the observed and calculated line positions compare with the
resolution of the 2 M vacuum-ultraviolet spectrograph-monochromator? The 2 M vacuumultraviolet spectrograph-monochromator wavelength calibration performed on November 29,
1995 provides an absolute wavelength uncertainty of 0.86 Ä at a dial reading of 3,425.00 units
(2,260.17 A). This uncertainty is based on the estimated uncertainties of the calculated
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coefficients. This uncertainty should introduce only a linear constant offset to the observed
emission spectrum and, therefore, not effect the assignments made in our measurements. For
these measurements the spectral resolution of the 2 M vacuum-ultraviolet spectrographmonochromator is -2 cm-i which is equivalent to -0.13 Ä at 2,597.4 Ä. For N' < 25 the
deviation between the calculated and observed line positions is smaller than the instrumental
resolution using the data reported by Amiot et al.™ for the NO(X2nr) state. The error in the
assignments is then limited by the resolution of the 2 M vacuum-ultraviolet spectrographmonochromator and not the calculated line positions, and the effect on our reported temperatures
should be well within the limits of our uncertainties, i.e., ±10%.
The next question that arises is, 'How does the use of the Herzberg or Amiot data effect the
results that we reported for the rotational temperature of the NO(A 2Z+,v-0) using the term
energies and equations reported by Engleman et a/.69?' The reported2i rotational temperatures
for the product NO(^ 2E+,v-0) observed in the energy transfer reaction ^iiA 3£+,v') + NO(A"
2nr,v"=0) are (1,272 ± 49) (la), (1,349 ± 18) (la) and(l,626 + 41) K (la) at pressures of-2.8,
-2.0 and -1.1 Torr, respectively. To compare the data using the new term energies and energy
level equations, the Fractional Areas associated with each emission spectrum were recalculated
and the entire data set was recompiled using Quattro Pro v6.0 (Novell). A summary of the
calculations is presented in Table 12. The temperatures reported previously were calculated
using a sixth order polynomial fit to the Fractional Area Analysis data obtained from an analysis
of the synthetically generated NO(A 2£+,v' -»Jf 2Ilr,v") y bands. The results of a similar analysis
are presented in the column labeled Engleman 2, n=6 in Table 12. As expected, the agreement
between the previously reported values2i and the re-evaluated data is very good. The small
differences are due to the selection of slightly different background intensities for the
photoelectric emission spectra. An improvement in the analysis process was made by utilizing a
/»TCd 93 30—2355

cubic-spline interpolation of the TRotationai vs -r

Area

rather than fitting the data to an

2330-2372

nth-order polynomial. The cubic spline interpolation provides a much smoother fit to the data
and a more accurate representation of the data. With the exception of the low pressure data, we
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see a slight increase in the estimated rotational temperature of the NO(A 2E+,v-0) using a cubicspline fit to the data calculated using the Engleman term energies and energy level equations. The
estimated rotational temperature of the NO(^4 2E+,v-0) is seen to increase slightly when we use
the Amiot et a/.70 data for the NO^n,.) state. The Amiot et al.™ is in very good agreement
with that reported previously.
Table 12. Temperature Analysis Summary
Pressure
Torr

Engleman
2, CS

Engleman
2,n = 6

Amiot
2, CS

<Avg>=

2.85

1,317.58

1,297.67

1,322.00

d<Avg>=

0.02

26.50

50.80

27.19

Count =

6.00

6.00

5.00

6.00

<Avg>=

2.16

1,384.18

1,335.33

1,390.38

d<Avg>=

0.01

15.27

12.79

15.64

Count =

42.00

42.00

42.00

42.00

<Avg>=

1.04

1,590.07

1,605.81

1,600.87

d<Avg>=

0.05

49.71

42.79

50.77

Count =

7.00

7.00

6.00

7.00

3.5 GENERAL MODIFICATIONS AND CODE ENHANCEMENTS

In addition to the enhancements made to the code that is used to generate the NO(A 2£+,v' -»
Jr2nr,v") Y bands and NO(2? 2nr,v' ->X2TlT,vn) ß bands, synthetic spectra modifications were
made to the Data Acquisition Software and Data Analysis Software that is utilized to collect and
analyze the experimental data. The data acquisition computer was upgraded from a IBM 286
compatible system to a 386 compatible system.
4 CONCLUSIONS

From these experiments of reacting NO(X2nr,v' -0) with N2(/l ^^v') with v' having values of
v'=0, v'= 0 and 1, and v'=0,1 and 2 we have obtained branching ratios of emissions associated
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• ,
^_,.,.
• * ,. [NO(A,v' = 0)] YO . ,
J
with the excited product
states. The branching ratio for ther
r =— is determined
[NO(B,v' = 0)] ß0
to be (1.54 ± 0.21), (3.28 ± 0.42) and (7.67 ± 1.48) for N2(^ 3I>') vibrational level
distributions of v'=0, v'=0 and 1, and v'=0, 1 and2, respectively. The production efficiency of
the NO(ß 2nr,v') state is much more sensitive to the vibrational level population distribution of
the N2(4 3£*) than is the vibrational level distribution of the NO(/l 2X+) state. The intensity of
the l,v" transition of the NO(^ 2£+5v -»X2Ilr,v") ybands is observed to increase by a factor of
~2 relative to the intensity of the 0,v" transition of the NO(^ 2E+,V' -> X2nr,v") y bands as the
vibrational level population distribution of the N2(J4 3£„,v') is shifted from a vibrational level
distribution of 1.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 to 1.00 : 0.29 : 0.11 for v'=0,1 and 2, respectively. The
intensity of the emission from the 0,v" transition of the NO(B 2nr,v' -» X2nr,v") b bands is
observed to increase by a factor of ~5 relative to the intensity of the emission for the 0,v"
transition of the NO(^( 2Z+,v' ->X2nr,v") g bands for the same N2(^ 3I„) vibrational level
population distributions. It is conceivable, therefore, that a N2(,4 3£*,v') distribution which has a
greater percentage of its population in v' > 1 levels compared to our work would result in larger
[N0(A,V' = Q)]

[NO(B,V' = 0)]

ratios.

•
,
• ,.
[NO(A,v' = 0)] .
L
Our expenmental measurements show that
changes in the ratio?
;
y from the energy
transfer reaction CO(a 3II,v') + NO(Ar2Il r) are due to changes in the vibrational level population
distribution of the CO(a 3II) state and not due to N2 impurities in the buffer gases as previously
reported1?. As in the case of the energy transfer reaction N2(^ 3£„,v') + NO(X2n r), it is
necessary to characterize the vibrational level distribution of the metastable precursor state, e.g.,
the CO(a 3n) state, when interpreting emission observed using remote sensing techniques. We
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see a factor of approximately 6.5 increase in the [N0(5 2n r,v'=0)] relative to the \NO(A
2

L+,v'=0)] when the vibrational level population distribution of the CO(a 3n,v') is increased

from [v' > 1] ~ 0.016 [v' = 0] to [v' > 1] ~ [v' = 0]. Similar behavior is observed in the energy
transfer reaction N2(,4 3£*,v') + NCXA^n r) where we50 observed a factor of 5 increase in the
[N0(5 2nr,v'=0)] relative to the \NO(A 2Z+,v'=0)] for the N2(/4 3X^) vibrational level
population distribution of v' = 0 and v' < 2 measurements. To extract the precursor CO(a 31"I)
and N2O4 3Z*) concentrations from the product emissions from the NO(A 2£+,v' ->X2Tl r,v") y
bands and NO(2? 211 r,v' ->Xin r,v") ß bands, it is necessary to take into account the vibrational
level distribution of the precursor states.
The present investigation has answered two questions. First, the NO^2!! r) + N(4S,2D)
product yield accounts for <2% of the N2(^ 3Z+,v'<2) + 0(3P) interaction. This is qualitatively
consistent with the high 0(!S) yields observed previously71-73 but somewhat smaller than
suggested by those studies. Second, the NO(X2n r) + NO(jnn r) product yield in the reaction
N204 3£>'<6) + O2(^3X-,v"=0) represents < 0.1% of the \N2(A 3Z;)]Totai- The NO(X2n r)
+ N(4S,2D) product yield accounts for (5.7 ± 1.1)% of the N2(/4 3Z*,v'<6) + 0(3P) interaction;
however, if we consider the reaction N2(/l 3Z„,3 < v' < 6) + 0(3P) the branching fraction could
be as large as (57 ± 14)%. Our investigation, while ruling out the formation of NO(X2n r) +
N(4S,2D) from the low vibrational levels of N2(4 3£+), raises the question of a possible v-level
dependence for the NO(^2n r) + N(4S,2D) product yield in the reaction N2(^ 3Z^) + 0(3P).
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